
China Seed Market To Hit $3.9 Billion!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

China is the second largest seed market in the world. China’s current market 
is $2.9 Billion annually and experts forecast it to hit $3.9 Billion 
in the next 2.5 years. SZSN is already expanding to keep ahead of the demand. 
Read the news, and watch for more Monday. Get on SZSN!



Abrams has not told the actor what part he will play yet.
Once Charlie comes to this realization he drops his phone into the bathtub.
What could be more perfect for a Leprechaun film?
He sleeps with them and then they meet the person they are destined to marry.
"The story of Bender’s Big Score "centers on the Futurama crew fighting to save 
Earth in an epic battle against nudist alien Internet scammers.
On the trail, Evans and Wade, each from very different worlds, begin to earn eac
h other’s respect.
Sweeney Todd TOP TV STORIES Listen to The Simpsons Panel!
"SO YOU THINK DANCE LIVE!
Vaughn and Witherspoon will also produce.
First Official Picture of Indiana Jones!
She begins to beg him for phone sex and he is game, until he realizes what she i
s really trying to do to him.
to view the Star Trek teaser poster.
The next clip that was played for us featured a lot more action with Crowe and F
oster chasing after a stage coach.
Four Christmases is based on a screenplay by Matt Allen and Caleb Wilson.
Listen to the panel audio below, and stay tuned for some photos from the panel.
Good Job Johnny Depp!
Johnny Depp and Tim Burton join forces again in a big-screen adaptation of Steph
en Sondheim’s award-winning musical thriller Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of F
leet Street.
TOP FILM STORIES Extended Golden Compass Clip!
Sweeney Todd      MORE NEWS FROM THIS FILMRepo!
"The latest INDIANA JONES production news?
Shepherd’s a standup comic who has appeared in series such as Less Than Perfect.

Sweeney Todd      MORE NEWS FROM THIS FILMRepo!
Lucasfilm clues everyone in!
After this, Fonda and Foster continued to chat with the Comic-Con audience.
Kicking off this resurgence will be Futurama: Bender’s Big Score which "will be 
released Nov.
"The latest INDIANA JONES production news?
It is being produced by Spyglass Entertainment’s Gary Barber, Roger Birnbaum and
 Jon Glickman.



Gold is what they are mining.
We have hookers, six-shooters, and a bunch of gold miners.
"One feature in particular "puts viewers in control of a virtual shuttlecraft, a
llowing them to fly around the starship Enterprise and see the exterior of the f
amed ship up close.
"Zachary Quinto to Play Spock in Star Trek?
We will have more coverage from the Lionsgate panel up shortly.
Depp has said in interviews that he has wanted to play Collins, the vampire patr
iarch of the series.
"We thought he was joking at first, but he was dead serious.
First Video from Indiana Jones and the City of the Gods!
Will the story stay on the island?
Log on to ticketmaster.
Win Big in Our Greek Giveaway!
Punk Rock Girls, Vol.
INIDIANA JONES IV script is complete!
Estes most recently recurred on CBS’ CSI: Miami.
Fonda even tried to test his cred by making a reference to Ghost Rider, but it d
idn’t seem like the audience really cared about that.
First Video from Indiana Jones and the City of the Gods!
When he returns to reopen his barber shop, Sweeney Todd becomes the Demon Barber
 of Fleet Street who "shaved the heads of gentlemen who never thereafter were he
ard from again.
Log on to ticketmaster.
The First Set Images of Indiana Jones IV?
EXCLUSIVE: Robert Graysmith Is Still Obsessed with Zodiac Take Home Tales from t
he Crypt: Season Six on DVD!
Win Big in Our Greek Giveaway!
Once Charlie comes to this realization he drops his phone into the bathtub.
We look forward to having the country’s favorites hit the road, coming to a town
 near you.
Sweeney Todd TOP FILM STORIES Extended Golden Compass Clip!
EXCLUSIVE: Skinwalkers Video Featurette!
Project will be overseen for New Line by Emmerich and production executives Mark
 Kaufman and Michael Disco.
EXCLUSIVE: Skinwalkers Video Featurette!
Good Job Johnny Depp!
and i guess john hurt is playing abner ravenwood, apparently he is alive.
Win Huge in The Two Coreys Giveaway!
Sweeney Todd      MORE NEWS FROM THIS FILMRepo!
If Charlie really is a good luck charm she will end up being with someone else.
Vaughn and Witherspoon will also produce.
He also proudly states that there is not one drop of CGI anywhere in this movie.

I am defiantly giving her a call after the first one is a hit.
This includes interviews, behind-the-scenes analysis, side-by-side comparisons w
ith the original version, and trivia.
Johnny Depp and Tim Burton join forces again in a big-screen adaptation of Steph
en Sondheim’s award-winning musical thriller Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of F
leet Street.
Fonda even tried to test his cred by making a reference to Ghost Rider, but it d
idn’t seem like the audience really cared about that.
After this, Cook and Alba fielded some questions where they talked about other p
rojects.
Interviews with the Creative Force Behind Balls of Fury!
"There is also "another feature" that "lets viewers to select icons that pop up 
on the side of the screen to reveal more information about the episode being wat
ched.
Zack Snyder Talks Watchmen!
Abrams Confirms Star Trek XI Will Feature a Younger Captain Kirk.



Considering the lengths studios go to cut costs and get the most bang for their 
buck, this is actually a pretty bold statement.
Estes most recently recurred on CBS’ CSI: Miami.
for more news, info and media from this film!
INIDIANA JONES IV script is complete!
Can’t wait to see this.
The role, which was small in the pilot, has been expanded.
But with Wade’s outfit on their trail - and dangers at every turn - the mission 
soon becomes a violent, impossible journey toward each man’s destiny.
If Charlie really is a good luck charm she will end up being with someone else.
the DVD release reunites the clan.
Sweeney Todd TOP FILM STORIES Extended Golden Compass Clip!
for more news, info and media from this film!
It is being produced by Spyglass Entertainment’s Gary Barber, Roger Birnbaum and
 Jon Glickman.
We will have more coverage from the Lionsgate panel up shortly.
Universal Consumer Products said the Heroes merchandise will "capitalize" on the
 storylines in the show, and in some instances, extend the story beyond what is 
seen on television.
She was so good in Starman too!
Event time and date subject to change.
What could be more perfect for a Leprechaun film?
Punk Rock Girls, Vol.
Watch The Spiderwick Chronicles Teaser!
Gold is what they are mining.
Listen to Rob Zombie’s Halloween Panel!
doctors ordersGeorge Lucas talks Star Wars and Indiana Jones!
Plus, Godspeed gets canned.
Hear Shannyn Sossamon Talk About One Missed Call!
Sarandon will play the grandmother, who comes to live with the family after the 
girl’s murder.
Top Ten finalists participating include Kameron, Jaimie, Lauren, Neil, Sabra, Pa
sha, Dominic, Lacey, Danny and Sara.
I am defiantly giving her a call after the first one is a hit.
Abram’s secretly wants you to know about his secret movie.
Project will be overseen for New Line by Emmerich and production executives Mark
 Kaufman and Michael Disco.
"However, even if you don’t go the HD-DVD route, "the standard-def versions will
 include many of the featurettes, as well as the Blackburn home movies.
Abrams secret monster flick.
"The latest INDIANA JONES production news?
Log on to ticketmaster.
He also proudly states that there is not one drop of CGI anywhere in this movie.

CGI is one thing but seeing a stunt really being done is a whole other ballgame.

Shepherd’s a standup comic who has appeared in series such as Less Than Perfect.

After this, Cook and Alba fielded some questions where they talked about other p
rojects.
for more news, info and media from this film!
You are awesome in every way.
The scene moved at a very brisk pace and one could hear a pin drop in the audito
rium as the audience watched this purely visceral action scene.
Win Big in Our Mad Men Giveaway!
First Look at the Iron Man Body Armor!
Event time and date subject to change.
Vaughn will next be seen in the holiday comedy Fred Claus.
Avi Arad Talks Iron Man!
TOP FILM STORIES Extended Golden Compass Clip!



and Terrence Howard in the Marvel Comics movie.
Abrams secret monster flick.
" Joining Depp is Helena Bonham Carter as Mrs.
Win the Comic-con Boba Fett Figure from Sideshow Collectibles!
" He had no children, nor was he the titular head of the family.
What could be more perfect for a Leprechaun film?
Cook was asked about future projects and he declared that he’d love to "do a sup
erhero movie.
Watch The Spiderwick Chronicles Teaser!
EXCLUSIVE: Robert Graysmith Is Still Obsessed with Zodiac Take Home Tales from t
he Crypt: Season Six on DVD!
The role, which was small in the pilot, has been expanded.
"The latest INDIANA JONES production news?
My WebBackflipBlinkbitsBlinklistblogmarksBuddymarksCiteULikedel.
The studio released a high-resolution poster for J.
I love everything he does!
Vaughn and Witherspoon will also produce.
This is the next step he wants to take after he finishes his musical, which he w
ishes he could have gotten Queen Latifah involved in, "I love Queen Latifah.
Avi Arad Talks Iron Man!
Initial Heroes merchandise will begin to appear on shore shelves in time for the
 series’ new season launch on Sept.
Apparently, this was Cook’s first time ever attending the Con and he saw fit to 
don an old school Metallica t-shirt.
First Look at the Iron Man Body Armor!
Abrams secret monster flick.
Considering the lengths studios go to cut costs and get the most bang for their 
buck, this is actually a pretty bold statement.
Listen to Rob Zombie’s Halloween Panel!
ABC is also reportedly in talks with Sherri Shepherd to join the show.
"We thought he was joking at first, but he was dead serious.
Johnny Depp and Tim Burton join forces again in a big-screen adaptation of Steph
en Sondheim’s award-winning musical thriller Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of F
leet Street.
First Official Picture of Indiana Jones!
Bousman’s next project is the musical Repo!
He sleeps with them and then they meet the person they are destined to marry.
I am defiantly giving her a call after the first one is a hit.
Win Big in Our Greek Giveaway!
In the film, Vaughn and Witherspoon will play a couple who struggle to visit all
 four of their divorced parents’ homes on Christmas day.
In addition, the film’s official site has been updated in a major way.
In the film, Vaughn and Witherspoon will play a couple who struggle to visit all
 four of their divorced parents’ homes on Christmas day.
In a story from Home Media Magazine, Star Trek: The Original Series - Season One
 will be released on HD-DVD Nov.
Shortly after he finishes that movie, he would like to jump directly into a Lepr
echaun film.
I am defiantly giving her a call after the first one is a hit.
Lucasfilm clues everyone in!
My WebBackflipBlinkbitsBlinklistblogmarksBuddymarksCiteULikedel.
My WebBackflipBlinkbitsBlinklistblogmarksBuddymarksCiteULikedel.
Hear Shannyn Sossamon Talk About One Missed Call!
" He had no children, nor was he the titular head of the family.
Avi Arad Talks Iron Man!
"And that was all he had to say about that.
Shia LaBeouf Video Interview!
Win The Monster Squad on DVD!
Watch the Official Dark Knight Teaser Trailer RIGHT NOW!
"The latest INDIANA JONES production news?



In addition, the film’s official site has been updated in a major way.
you gotta be shiting me!
Win The Monster Squad on DVD!
INIDIANA JONES IV script is complete!
CGI is one thing but seeing a stunt really being done is a whole other ballgame.

Kicking off this resurgence will be Futurama: Bender’s Big Score which "will be 
released Nov.
INIDIANA JONES IV script is complete!
After this, Cook and Alba fielded some questions where they talked about other p
rojects.
We have hookers, six-shooters, and a bunch of gold miners.
Sarandon will play the grandmother, who comes to live with the family after the 
girl’s murder.
Depp has said in interviews that he has wanted to play Collins, the vampire patr
iarch of the series.
EXCLUSIVE: Watch the first Clip from War!
Win Big in Our Greek Giveaway!
Bousman’s next project is the musical Repo!
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